
INTO THE JHANAS

An article on the relation of jhanas and energetic practices

 

The jhanas are meditative states of mental absorption or unification of

mind, usually achieved by concentrating and then getting absorbed in a

specific meditation object. The meditation object most often used is the

breath, but it can also be any number of others like a mantra, candle

flame, a coloured disc(kasina) or any other object that mind can use as

an anchor to settle down and absorb into it.

These states of absorption vary from very mild absorptions whereby the

mind  is  generally  still  and  silent  with  very  little  mind wandering  and

mental  distractions(soft  jhana),  all  the way to quite intense  states of

onepointed  absorption  whereby  the  sense  of  time,  space  and  body

completely  dissappear  for  the  duration  of  the  absorption(hard  jhana),

and anywhere in between those two. 

Hard jhanas though are reserved only for very advanced and dedicated

practitioners, so we will not discuss those here, but for more info read

Ajahn Brahm’s book  Mindfulness bliss and beyond, or Shaila Catherine

books, which are quite comprehensive.

Most  practitioners  start  by  attaining  very  basic  and  mild  states  of

absorption, and as the concentration and experiences grow, the jhanas

become more stable, steady and last longer.

There are eight levels of jhana, and these are naturally occuring layers of

mind  through  which  meditator  progresses  sequentially,  starting  from



preliminary  levels  of  concentration  called  access  concentration,  then

entering 1st jhanic absorbtion and then naturally continuing from there. 

The first 4 jhanas are called formed jhanas, because the meditator still

retains the feeling of bodily form while absorbed, while jhanas 5-8 are

called  formless  jhanas,  because  in  those,  the  sense  of  body  is

attenuated, and sometimes completely transcended, depending on the

strength of concentration.

The main purpose of jhanas is stilling and concentrating the mind so it

can then be turned to insight meditation (vipassana) because only with a

concentrated mind, the meditator sees things as they are, that is, anicca,

dukkha and anatta. 

As an analogy, the mind could be compared to an optical lens, and only

when  the  lens  is  still,  unmoving  and  unvawering  can  it  be  used  for

examining objects. If the lens/mind is shaky and unstable, it will not be of

much use for examinig and seeing the objects of reality as they really

are.

More advanced meditators profficient in hard jhanas can also use them

for bending reality to their will by practicing supernatural powers/siddhis

as explained in the Visuddhimagga. 

And  last  but  not  least,  jhanas,  especially  the  formless  ones,  can  be

exceedingly pleasant, fulfilling and satisfying, writing beautiful qualities

on the mind  and slowly  eroding dependency  and craving  for  sensual

pleasure as a source of fulfillment and satisfaction.

Instead, the meditator can access the natural bliss from within, freely

available anytime  at no additional cost, and that is quite wonderful and

and of itself.

To access the jhanas then, the meditator must first achieve a preliminary

state  of  concentration  called  access  concentration,  and  once  this  is



stable  enough,  one  gets  absorbed  in  the  first  jhana  and  subsequent

jhanas if the concentration is strong enough.

To generate access comcentration, a meditator is to focus on the breath/

anapana spot  ardently,  continuosly  and  with  as  little  distraction  as

possible.  The  technique  of  breath  counting  can  help  here,  counting

breath from 1 to 8 and then back from 8 to 1. If mind loses count then

start from 1 again. Rinse, repeat.

It  is  important  to  just  try  and  follow  the  breath  and  forget  about

everything else. Any goal orientation, expectations and trying to control

things will just make matters worse.

 The jhanas involve progressively deeper states of letting go, allowing the

mind to slip into a groove, or reach a state of flow, sort of like playing a

musical instrument, dancing, or doing any creative activity where one is

so absorbed into the activity that he or she loses a sense of self. 

We could say that jhanas are meditative states of flow where one is so

absorbed in the meditation object  that  the sense of  self  falls  off  and

dissapears,  and  only  the  object,  in  this  case  the  breath,  remains.

 After  a  period  of  half  an  hour  or  more,  the  mind  settles  down

progressively,  the distractions  and thoughts  are getting quieter,  more

wispy and in the background, while the mind is growing more calm, quiet

and  still.  If  the  meditator  is  able  to  be  with  the  breath  almost

continuously, and distractions are few and far between, the meditator

has reached access concentration, and this is the preliminary condition -

a launching platform for jhanas.

To get absorbed into a first jhana, now meditator must get absorbed in

even more refined object then the breath, and this object is a pleasant

physical sensation (feeling nimitta).



The chances are that while in access concentration, which is a pleasant

state  itself,  it  will  also  be  accompanied  by  a  pleasant  sensation

somwhere in the body.

The goal  now is  to find the pleasant sensation anywhere in the body

(usually in the hands or the head) and simply focus on it, to the exclusion

of everything else.

Again,  once  the  pleasent  sensation  is  found,  the  meditator  must

abandon the focus on the breath, and start concentrating fully on the

pleasant sensation in the body instead, which now becomes the main

meditation object.

This is a tricky part in the practise, and takes some time and practice to

really master, but there are also approaches one can use to facilitate and

enhance the pleasant sensations in the body, and get blissfuly absorbed

in the 1st jhana, which is our main goal.

Because the pleasant sensations in the body can sometimes be quite

faint or even completely absent, one can work with the breath energies

in the body to stir things up and amplify the piti/rapture factor which

absorbs and launches one into 1st jhana.

The energetic approach of working with the  breath energies will  be

especially suitable for people practicing tai  chi,  qigong, yoga or other

subtle  energy  techniques,  as  they  have  already  experienced  those

energies before and will be in familiar ground.

The  basic  idea  is,  once  in  access  concentration,  meditator  can  start

breathing  through  various  energetic  points  in  the  body,  and  use  the

breath to circulate and guide breath energies through various parts of

the body, and get the feeling for the way energy flows and presents

itself. The exact details and techniques for working with breath energies

are too complicated and detailed and far outside of  the scope of this



article, so please refer to Thanissaro Bhikku’s book, With each and every

breath, which describes the technique in detail.

Another  energy  practice  that  can  be  used  is  microcosmic  orbit

practice, whereby one first breaths through various points along the du

and ren meridian, and then circulates energy in the microcosmic orbit.

There are many resources on the web explaining this technique.1 2

Once you have settled in solid access concentration, you can start to

play with the breath energies, and just develop the feeling for what feels

right. The energy work is subtle and it helps to approach it with a sense

of wonder, curiosity and exploration, without unnecessary striving and

result orientation. Have fun with it. When the body and mind relax, the

energy will present itself. Trying to do something, by way of control and

force, is not a relaxed mind and is counterproductive to the state of flow

and absorbtion you are cultivating, so the key is to just get the feeling for

the energies and go with the flow. 

Eventually, if the conditions are right, after some time the energies in the

body will present itself and fill the whole body, the rapture/piti will grow

and one will be absorbed and launched into an obviously altered state of

mind  which  is  the  first  jhana.  It  can  sometimes  feel  smooth  like

pleasantly  sinking  into  a  warm bath,  or  it  can  be  more  intense  and

energetic, with tingling, shaking, heat and various raptureous energetic

sensations all over the body, or can be a mix of two, depending on the

level of piti/rapture that has been cultivated.

1 You can find a good and simple explanantion here.

2 Microcosmic orbit is an insight practice (a vipassana practice) in a way

because  one  is  just  attending  to  the  energy  flow  and  sensations  in

various parts of the body, so microcosmic orbit is in itself also a insight

practice.

http://krishnamurti.abundanthope.org/index_htm_files/With-each-and-every-breath.pdf
http://krishnamurti.abundanthope.org/index_htm_files/With-each-and-every-breath.pdf
https://www.dharmaoverground.org/dharma-wiki/-/wiki/Main/Microcosmic+Orbit


 The key is  to just  continue concentrating on the pleasentness of  the

pleasant  sensations/energies  in  the  body,  and  then  piti  will  grow,

sometimes overwhelmingly so, and launch you in the first jhana. Once

there the mind will incline towards 2nd jhana after a while and continue

to progress along and climb the jhanic ladder.

The detailed instructions for remaining jhanas are outside of scope of this

document but i can wholeheartily recommend the excellent book  Right

Concentration by  Leigh  Brasington,  for  a  very  detailed  introductory

manual for soft jhanas.

The jhanas are tremendously useful and amazing states of meditative

absorption,  and can be blissfully  fulfilling and nourishing as well,  so  i

hope that i have shed some light on this topic, and i encourage ardent

meditators to develop them and see for themselves why did the buddha

constantly encourage his monks to go sit at the root of the trees and

practise jhana. 

by Franko, a big fan and a practitioner of vipassana 

and jhanas, as well as qigong for physical side of things


